2017 Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival begins

THE 2017 Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival kicked off at the National Theatre in Yangon yesterday, with President U Htin Kyaw in attendance.

Speaking on the occasion, the President has called on the people to make the best use of press freedom for the development and peace of the country.

“As everyone knows, individual freedom which does not harm others, and freedom of all citizens together with freedom of the press are being enjoyed in Myanmar today. Based on the press freedom which we have begun to enjoy recently, I wish to urge everyone to work for the development and peace of our country, and for the progress and prosperity, peace of mind and well-being of every individual citizen, at this auspicious Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival,” he said.

He also thanked the organisers of the 2017 Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival (Creative Literature) and all those who love and cherish literature gathered at the festival, for giving him the opportunity to give the opening remarks.

“Literature is a place where intellect and knowledge converge and reside. For a country and its people, a high level of literature means that the intellectual level and knowledge is high. It is a fact that a certain country can develop and enjoy peace only if its citizens have intellectual capacity and knowledge,” said the President.

“That is why I believe that in our country where we need to work for peace and development, it is more important to have a high literary standard,” he added.

“It has now been three years since the Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival has been organized. I have noticed that this year, this literary festival which is being organised with so much love and devotion for books is being organized with the title “Creative Literature”. If I were to talk about creative literature, the book called “Maung Yin Maung and Ma Mei Ma” by James Hla Kyaw, which may be called the origin of the long novel and a book called “Roselle leaf seller Maung Hmain” by clerk U Gyi both came out in the year 1904, so it is already over 100 years. It gives me satisfaction to see that classic books such as these which are over 100 years old have been collected and displayed at today’s festival. Furthermore, I have also noted that at this festival, there are several events such as for presentation of papers, short story reading, poetry recitation, and also that books are being sold on a large scale. I have noticed that all these constitute a very huge support for the development of the Myanmar literary world,” said President U Htin Kyaw.

“Regarding creative literature, a particular incident comes to my mind in which Saya Zawgyi, whom we all greatly respect, once said and also wrote in exhortation on a particular subject,” he said.

He continued to recount what Saya Zawgyi has said thus, “good literature only comes from a good mind. Good creative literature portrays the author’s intentions”. In addition he said, “the author usually sees and hears the surrounding environment only when a creative thought forms in his mind. At that time an existential understanding usually emerges within him in such a manner: this is a feeling of compassion, this is a feeling of encourage-ment, this is something to praise, this is something to blame, this is something to be afraid of, and this is something to be ashamed of. As soon as this existential understanding arises, imagination begins to flourish. At that time, this very imagination can create human behaviour and worldly behaviour. That is why imagination is a function of the brain which can present the good and the bad and the benefits and the faults. This is a feeling of compassion, this is a feeling of encouragement, this is something to praise, this is something to blame, this is something to be afraid of, and this is something to be ashamed of. As soon as this existential understanding arises, imagination begins to flourish. At that time, this very imagination can create human behaviour and worldly behaviour. That is why imagination is a function of the brain which can present the good and the bad and the benefits and the faults. 
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Pyithu Hluttaw speaker meets UK

At the invitation of the Rt. Hon. Mr John Bercow of the Lower House of the British Parliament, a Myanmar delegation led by Speaker of the Pyithu Hluttaw U Win Myint arrived at London’s Heathrow Airport on Saturday morning.

The delegation was welcomed at the airport by Myanmar Ambassador to Britain U Kyaw Swar Min and officials and the Westminster Foundation for Democracy (WFD) of London.

—Myanmar News Agency

Union construction minister wins engineering awards

U Win Khaing, the Union Minister for Construction, was honoured yesterday by the Federation of Engineering by members of Asia and the Pacific and the ASEAN Federation of Engineering Organisations yesterday at a ceremony at the Novotel Hotel in Yangon.

In attendance at the ceremony were the Speaker of Amyotha Hluttaw Speaker Mahn Win Khaing Thaung and his wife, along with union ministers, deputy ministers, officials of the Yangon City Development Committee, the Federation of Engineering Institutions of Asia and the Pacific, the ASEAN Federation of Engineering Organisations (CAFEO) and the Myanmar Engineering Society.

On behalf of the chairman of the MES, Vice Chairman U Lin extended greetings and Dr Panich Voottoorues, chair of Foreign Affairs Committee of the EIT, read out the award citation.

 Afterwards, a representative of REIAPI Dr Gue See Saw presented the Outstanding Engineer of the Year 2016 Award and representative of AFEEO President-Elect David Lai the AFEEO Distinguished Honorary Fellow 2016 Award to the union minister.

The union minister is the first Myanmar winner of the Outstanding Engineer of the Year Award, an honour bestowed for devotion to the professional development of engineers.

—Myanmar News Agency

SSA (Wanhai) group disturbs destruction of opium plantation in Mongshu

While destroying opium fields in Mongshu, a combined team of government troops, police, departmental staff and the public were attacked with heavy and light weapons by members of the Shan State Army (Wanhai) group yesterday.

The group attacked the combined team three times. Columns of government troops were pursuing the attackers.—Myanmar News Agency

Conference on high-quality urban infrastructure concrete held

A conference on high-quality urban infrastructure concrete jointly organised by the Myanmar Construction Engineering Society and I&H Engineering Co., Ltd was held at the MCEA office in Yangon yesterday.

At the conference, Union Minister for Construction U Win Khaing explained the policies of the ministry.

In conclusion, the union minister said that the construction sector is required to strive for development of infrastructure and will be the leading organisation which will have to cooperate with the ministry of construction.

The chairman of MCEA U Thar Htay and Managing Director Mr Tojuro Marsudi left Yangon for Indonesia yesterday after concluding the humanitarian aid visit.

They were seen off at the Yangon International Airport by officials of the ministry of foreign affairs and the ambassador of the British Embassy.

—Myanmar News Agency

Government troops clash with the KIA

CONDUCTING area clearance operations in Kyukok (Pangsang), Shan State (North), government troops clashed with a Kachin Independence Army (KIA) armed group on Friday, during which at least one member of the KIA was killed.

The government troops were conducting area clearance operations about 2,000 metres from Kaunglon Village in Kyukok (Pangsang) Township when they encountered about 15 members of the KIA and fighting ensued.

The government troops seized the body of one KIA member, three M-21 rifles, ten cartridges, eight assorted rockets, a rocket launcher, 19 detonators and remote-controlled mines.

The KIA group retreated to the north and northeast, with government troops in pursuit.

—Myanmar News Agency

Car under fire by KIA group

KIA armed group attacked a car in Mansi Township on Saturday and no one was injured in the attack.

Ko Kyaw Khaing of Manwainglay Village in the town-ship was driving the car on his way to farmland to carry rice when it was under fire by 10 KIA members.

The car got 15 bullet holes and its windshield and engine were damaged in the attack.

Following the attack, the troops of the Tatmadaw are conducting an area clearance operation in the area.—Myanmar News Agency

British foreign secretary leaves Myanmar

A DELEGATION led by British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson left Myanmar yesterday morning.

During his three-day visit to Myanmar, Mr. Johnson visited Nay Pyi Taw, where he met with State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi to reaffirm Britain’s support for Burma’s transition to democracy and the government’s efforts to reinvigorate the peace process.

The British foreign secretary also visited Yangon, where he toured Shwedagon Pagoda and Yangon General Hospital.

The delegation was seen off at Yangon International Airport by officials of the ministry of foreign affairs and the ambassador of the British Embassy.

—Myanmar News Agency

NATIONAL-LEVEL political dialogues for the PaO ethnic group (Preliminary) were held at Zwegabin Hall in Hpa-an, Kayin State yesterday morning.

The preliminary dialogue was held with the purpose of gathering the views and opinions of the PaO nationals, officials said. Such preliminary meetings will also be held in Htantabin Township and Zayutgyi in Bago Region, Taunggyi and Maukme.

Indonesian FM returns home

A delegation led by Indonesian Foreign Minister Retno L.P Marsudi left Yangon for Indonesia yesterday after concluding the humanitarian aid visit.

They were seen off at the Yangon International Airport by Daw Kaytha Soe, Director-General of the Strategic Studies and Trainings Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and officials and Dr Itso Sumardi, Ambassador to Indonesia to Myanmar.—Myanmar News Agency
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They were seen off at the Yangon International Airport by Daw Kaytha Soe, Director-General of the Strategic Studies and Trainings Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and officials and Dr Itso Sumardi, Ambassador to Indonesia to Myanmar.—Myanmar News Agency
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Car under fire by KIA group

KIA armed group attacked a car in Mansi Township on Saturday and no one was injured in the attack.

Ko Kyaw Khaing of Manwainglay Village in the township was driving the car on his way to farmland to carry rice when it was under fire by 10 KIA members.

The car got 15 bullet holes and its windshield and engine were damaged in the attack.

Following the attack, the troops of the Tatmadaw are conducting an area clearance operation in the area.—Myanmar News Agency
President U Htin Kyaw visits U Thant Museum

President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar U Htin Kyaw, together with Speaker of the Amyotha Hluttaw U Mann Win Khun Thant and Yangon Region Chief Minister U Phyo Min Thein, visited U Thant House Museum at No. 31 Panwar Road in Kamayut Township, Yangon, yesterday.

The President and party viewed documentary photos that illustrated the life of U Thant as the Secretary-General of the United Nations, civil servant, teacher and writer as well as his endeavours during the Cold War, Vietnam war and the Cuban Missile Crisis. Dr Thant Myint-U, a grandchild of U Thant, conducted the tour around the museum for the President and his party.

Later, the President presented a gift to Dr Thant Myint-U, who also presented the President with books he had written.

The President’s visit to the museum coincided with the 108th Birthday of the former UN Secretary-General. Yesterday, talks were held on future plans for the museum and Dr Thant Myint-U spoke of the legacy of U Thant. Additionally, Mr Gopal Gandhi, a grandson of Mahatma Gandhi and former governor of West Bengal, spoke of the human soul.

Later, the Yangon Region Chief Minister, Dr Thant Myint-U and Mr Gopal Gandhi planted trees in commemoration of U Thant in the museum compound.

At the ceremony, the Chief Minister said that he came to the ceremony to honour the man who tirelessly served the world and sought peace and truth.

The ceremony was also attended by Patron of the National League for Democracy Thura U Tin Oo, and regional ministers, the mayor, diplomats and invited university students.

U Thant served as the third Secretary-General of the United Nations from 1961 to 1971 and was a high ranking government official from 1951 to 1957. He lived in this house together with his wife Daw Thein Tin, daughter Daw Aye Aye Thant and son Tin Maung Thant.

As his grandson, Dr Thant Myint-U found the house abandoned in 2012, he asked for permission from the authorities to renovate the building and open it as a museum for U Thant.

The museum is open to the public on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays from 10 am to 5 pm. —Myanmar News Agency

2017 Nobel-Myanmar Literary...
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That is why a novel of high quality can be written only if the author can write with that kind of imagination.” The President added that this was an attempt to explain how existential understanding, imagination, creativity and the author’s intention were interlinked and important. He continued, “When we read good creative literature, we become aware of our environment. The person who becomes aware of the environment begins to understand how to control his thoughts, words and deeds. There is a possibility that this person will come to know not only how to work for his own benefit but also know how to appreciate, view and have compassion for the benefit of all other beings like him who are wandering through Samsara.”

“Good creative literature can instil in our hearts noble and humanitarian thoughts such as those stated above. That is why I believe that it is necessary for such good creative literature to emerge in our country. At this point I wish to say that in accordance with the dictum, Only good minds produce good literature; only good intentions produce good literature, the good intentions of authors is very important.

In addition, imagination and creativity are also very important. Furthermore, we have always believed that for imagination and creativity to develop, freedom of the press, which is based on fundamental principles such as the freedom to believe without harming any other person, freedom to think, and freedom of expression, is very important,” he added.

The opening ceremony of the festival was also attended by Speaker of Amyotha Hluttaw Mah Win Khaing Thant, Chairman of the Constitutional Tribunal U Myo Nyunt, Union Minister Dr Myo Thein Gyi, Chief Minister of Yangon Region U Phyo Min Thein, regional ministers, departmental heads and writers.

The opening ceremony was followed by a paper reading session.

More than 140 book shops are participating in the festival, which will last till 24th January. —Myanmar News Agency

Writers read papers on literature at Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival

THE Nobel-Myanmar Literary Festival, which featured paper reading sessions and discussions, began yesterday morning.

The paper reading sessions were chaired by Mya Win (Philosophy) and Maung Hon Wan (lecturer), Maung Khin Min (Danaphyu) read a paper titled “Relationship Between Creator of Literature and Reader, before the literary talk on literature and its creation by writers Chit Oo Nyo, Win Myint and Ju in the afternoon. Later, poet Thitsar Ni and Maung Zeya submitted papers on contemporary poetry and literature and literary criticism, before the literary talk titled “Birth of an Essay” by writers Kyi Min, Maung Yant Mat (Kyaungon) and Thwe Thwe Myo Nyunt. The festival will be held from 22nd to 24th January, featuring the best literature of Myanmar during the last century, the literary work of Nobel prize winners, paper reading sessions, paintings, cartoons and poem recitations. Visitors at the festival were served with coffee, drinking water, Mohingha, meals and Humane, a rice snack.

—Win Nanda

Myanmar delegation led by Union Information Minister leaves for Indonesia

A Myanmar delegation led by Union Minister for Information Dr Pe Myint left for Jakarta, Indonesia, to attend a Senior Leadership Program from 22nd to 29th January.

In addition to Dr Pe Myint, the delegation includes Deputy Minister for Home Affairs Maj-Gen Aung Soe, Deputy Minister for Border Affairs Maj-Gen Than Htut, representative of Pyithu Hluttaw U Oo Hla Hla, Rakhine State Border Affairs and Security Minister Col Hnin Lin and Rakhine State Development Affairs Minister U Min Aung, Rakhine State Hluttaw representatives including U Oo Than Naing and U Maung Than Sein, advisors to the Rakhine State Advisory Commission Dr Mya Thida and U Khaung Lay, Deputy Director-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs U Soe Han, Director of the Ministry of the State Counsellor’s Office U Tin Maung Naing, Deputy Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Information U Myint Kyaw, Dr Naing Soe Oo of Thinnayaga Institute of Strategic Studies, Legal Consultant to the National League for Democracy U Ko Ni, Leader of the Ethnic Affairs of the 88 Generation Peace and Open Society U Mya Aye, Chairman of Maungtaw Border Trade and Commerce Association U Aung Myint Thein, town elders of Sittway U Hla Hla and U Tin Hlaing, town elder of Maungtaw U Aung Myo Naing and town elder of Buthidaung U Mohammad Rafib. —Myanmar News Agency
Women artists present their works in Mandalay

ARTWORKS created by 38 female artists who completed their studies at the National University of Arts and Culture (Mandalay) were displayed in Mandalay on Saturday.

The collective art exhibition titled “Colourful Flower” will run until 25 January, showcasing more than 120 works with a wide range of styles and media through Mandalay Hill Art Gallery located at the base of the Mandalay Hill near the prominent lion statues in Aungmyethazan Township.

Subject matters include still life, traditional arts and culture and Mandalay landscapes.

Senior artists around the region including U Zaw Win, U Khin Maung San and Tapawaddy U Win Maung, an archaeologist-cum-historian, and art lovers attended the opening of the exhibition on 21 January.

This is the third time a large group of women artists have organised such a collective art exhibition in Mandalay.

The art exhibition continues to open for the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.—Thitha Ko Ko (Mandalay)

Large numbers of nature lovers gather in Sonye Natural Lake in high season

VISITORS to the Sonye Lake are on the rise in high season this year, enjoying the natural beauty of the four-mile-wide lake by riding traditional boats, locals say.

Lotus, water convolvulus, water hyacinth and aquatic herbs thrive in Sonye Lake. The lake, which has a rich diversity of fish, is also a good place to see a wide variety of birds.

Traditional lotus weaving businesses and fish farming are the main pursuits of communities around the lake.

Residents living in the surrounding areas of the natural lake and nearby villages mainly carry out manufacturing of lotus robes on a commercial scale. The lotus-based products have been exported to Inlay and Taunggyi areas of Shan State as well as some foreign countries.

A local woman can produce 1.5 ticals of lotus yarns a day. One tical of lotus yarn is worth Ks5,000.

Sonye Lake is situated in Ingon Village, Sonye Village-tract, Sintgaing Township, Mandalay Region. The majority of visitors usually take photographs with lotus while visiting the lake by boat. A boat ride costs Ks1,000 per person.

Locals generate a handsome income thanks to the growing numbers of visitors to the lake.—Khin Maung Lwin

Fighting happened between Tatmadaw’s troops, KIA armed group

AN armed clash between the troops of the Tatmadaw and KIA armed group happened yesterday in Muse Township in northern Shan State.

The troops of the Tatmadaw returned fire to the armed group after they were attacked by the group about four miles east of Mawtaung Village in the township while conducting area clearance operation.

The armed group withdrew to south-west direction.

After the fighting, the troops found a body from the armed group and seized one M-22 gun, four cartridges with 200 bullets, five mortar rounds, one RPG mortar round, one grenade, two uniforms of KIA and some KIA insignia.—Myanmar News Agency

Crime NEWS

Three bodies discovered in Maungtaw Township

LOCALS found three bodies buried in an area west of Padakar Village in Maungtaw Township on Saturday and informed the police.

Local security forces confirmed that the three bodies found are those of three missing men: Mummad Shawphi; Sonitar Ahmed and Mummad Su-
paing.

The three men went missing from the village on 20 January.

The bodies were sent to Maungtaw People’s Hospital. A murder case has been opened at the Kyeikgyaung Police Station and police are inves-
tigating.—Myanmar News Agency

Troops seize illegal timber, weapons in Tarmoenyae

TATMADAW troops seized arms and illegal timber from a vehicle during a surprise check in Tarmoenyae in northern Shan State yesterday.

The police intercepted and searched a Mitsubishi Pajero and discovered one pistol loaded with seven bullets and 740 pieces of sawed timber. The troops will hand over U Sai Kyaw Win, the driver of the car, and U Than Maung, who was a passenger on board carrying the pistol, to Tarmoenyae Police Station, according to the local authorities.—Myanmar News Agency

Illegal timber, vehicles confiscated in Mangton, Nangkham Townships

FOUR illegal trucks used for carrying timber, one crane, one car, a truck carrying wood weighing about five tonnes, two vehicles carrying 39 50-gallon tanks with diesel fuel and a Toyota Prado carrying cement were confiscated by local authorities in Mangton Township in northern Shan State.

Troops from the Tatmadaw found the vehicles during an area clearance operation on 20th January.

Similarly, troops of the Tatmadaw found and confiscated one 12-wheeled vehicle carrying 39 tonnes of hardwood and six trucks about 2 miles west of Mongwee Village in Nangkham Township on the same day.

Myanmar has lost an average of 17 per cent of its forests each year from 2010 to 2015, leaving a total of only 45 per cent of the country’s forest cover, according to the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation. An impending ban on all logging in the country has spurred a flurry of illegal logging.

The confiscated vehicles and timber will be handed over to the Forest Department, according to the local authorities.—Myanmar News Agency
The first-ever Myanmar ornamental fish exhibition and contest was held in Mandalay City Hall on 21st and 22nd January, led by the Myanmar Koi Club.

The event is aimed at increasing the number of hobbyists of ornamental fish farming, penetrating the international sturgeon market, sharing the systematic farming methods of ornamental sturgeon and gaining access to easily purchase the high-quality sturgeon.

The Myanmar Koi Club was organised with 30 members. This exhibition showcased sturgeon from Japan, China and Hong Kong. The prizes for ornamental fish were awarded by ornamental fish farming experts from Japan and Singapore.

The event was opened with a ribbon cutting ceremony by Dr Ye Lwin, the minister for Mandalay City Development Committee (MCDC), the Mandalay Region Minister of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation and the head of the Mandalay Region Fisheries Department. The Mandalay Region minister for agriculture, livestock and irrigation delivered an opening speech. Authorities then toured the stalls showcasing the Japanese sturgeons, associated goods for ornamental fish and aquaculture feedstuff.

—Thu Htah Ko Ko (Mandalay)

Export value up by US$450 million

The value of exports as of 13th January this fiscal year increased by US$453.607 million when compared to that in the similar period of last fiscal year, according to the Commerce Ministry.

Exports this fiscal year fetched US$8,641.539 million, with export values of $2,129.35m from agricultural products, $6,685m from animal products, $417.317m from fisheries products, $750.266m from minerals, $185.13m from forest products, $3,911.382m from manufacturing goods and $1,241.409m from other products.

In the similar period, the import values slumped by US$609.011m, with import values of US$4,394.943m for raw industrial materials and personal goods, US$609.011m for capital goods, US$453.607m.

External trade as of 13th January in this fiscal year totalled US$20,983.935m, with an export value of US$8,641.539m and an import value of US$12,342.396m, according to the Commerce Ministry.

Myanmar exported agricultural products, animal products, fisheries, minerals, forest products, manufacturing goods and other products whereas capital goods, raw industrial materials and personal goods are imported into the country. —Mon Mon

Mung bean price rebounds after a three week slump

The price of mung bean bounced back a bit about after a three-week slump, with the prevailing price of over Ks1,160,000 per tonne of SQ (special quality) mung bean, according to the Bayintnaung commodity depot.

The pea prices were on the decline from the last week of December 2016 to the second week of January 2017. The price of mung bean rose a bit in the third week of January.

The pea prices in the third week of January were Ks1,160,000 per tonne of SQ mung bean, Ks1,070,000 per tonne of FAQ (fair average quality) mung bean and Ks840,000 per tonne of pigeon pea, according to the Bayintnaung commodity depot. The pigeon pea growers from Pale town, Yinmarbin district, Sagaing Region are not doing well financially as the price is not high enough despite the high yield. About 20 baskets of pigeon peas are produced from an acre. The current market price of pigeon peas in Pale town is over Ks26,000 per basket, whereas pigeon peas fetched Ks50,000 per basket last year. This has caused some growers to wait for the right time to sell their peas.

Myanmar produces a total of 1.5 to 2 million tonnes of pigeon peas, including 500,000 tonnes of mung bean, nearly 300,000 tonnes of green grains and around 250,000 tonnes of pigeon peas, it is learnt. —Ko Htet

Advanced income tax on car imports reached over Ks31 billion in eight months

The advanced income tax on car imports from May to December in 2016 was over Ks31 billion, according to the Internal Revenue Department.

This amount was earned from 18,400 cars imported to Yangon. Starting this fiscal year, the advanced income tax was levied on car imports in situations where the importers cannot present how they earn. If the car importers can fully provide the way they earn, they do not need to pay tax, according to the Internal Revenue Department.

According to 2016 Union Tax Law, the cars worth below Ks30 million are levied at 15 per cent while 20 per cent is paid for cars worth from Ks30 to Ks100 million. A 30 per cent tax is imposed on cars worth above Ks100 million.

Additionally, cars with engine displacements over 1800cc are liable for a special goods tax.

In the similar period, the imports from May to December in 2016 reached Ks 31 billion with 18,400 cars import to Yangon.

External trade from 1st April to 13th January in this fiscal year totalled US$20,983.935m, with an export value of US$8,641.539m and an import value of US$12,342.396m, according to the Commerce Ministry.

Myanmar exported agricultural products, animal products, fisheries, minerals, forest products, manufacturing goods and other products whereas capital goods, raw industrial materials and personal goods are imported into the country. —Mon Mon
Philippine officials to visit Beijing to discuss investment deals, ASEAN summit

MANILA — Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte is sending a cabinet-level delegation to Beijing this week to meet with China’s Vice Premier Wang Yang and other top Chinese officials to discuss investment deals and his country’s camaraderie with the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) this year.

The 23-24 January trip by Philippine officials includes Duterte’s finance, budget, economic, public works and transport secretaries, according to a statement from the Department of Finance on Sunday.

The visit occurs three months after Duterte visited Edijing to pave the way for what he called a new commercial alliance. He has increased his overtures to China since assuming office last year while having royal ties for the United States, a sharp change in Philippine foreign policy.

The Beijing mission to court China and tap loans and business follows Duterte’s “pro-Filipino” policy aimed at reducing reliance on a US that he says has lost faith in. Duterte will make a second Chinese visit in May for a bilateral summit, China’s Vice Foreign Minister Lu Zhenmin said after meeting with him in Manila last month.

That meeting was just days after Duterte’s meeting with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.

Meetings during the visit will also discuss the Philippines’ chairmanship of the 10-member ASEAN this year, the Department of Finance said in a statement, without elaborating.

Foreign Affairs Secretary Alfonso Cusi is also in China to “enhance energy cooperation” between the two countries and attract investments in local energy projects, his office said in a separate statement.

Japan’s Abe, who wants to deepen ties with Duterte amid a changing geopolitical landscape, has pledged $9 billion worth of investment and development aid for the Philippines. —Reuters

Indonesian authorities detain 17 nationals returning from Syria

JAKARTA — Indonesian authorities have detained 17 nationals returning from Syria, including children suspected of being involved in radical activity, officials told Reuters on Sunday.

Immigration office spokesman Agung Sampurno said the people, including a two-year-old girl and a three-year-old boy, were arrested at Soekar

No-Hatta airport upon disembarking an Istanbul-Ja

karta Turkish Airlines flight on Saturday.

They have been hand

ed over to the police’s an

ti-terrorism unit for ques

tioning. Sampurno said:

“They are currently

still under an interrogation process. If we find any re

lation to crime on terror

ism, we will continue the

investigation. If not, they

will be handed over to their

families,” the chief of Den

sus 88, police’s anti-ter

rorism unit, Eddy Hartono told Reuters.

Police have been moni

toring dozens of returning citizens over concerns they could be linking up with terrorist networks to equip a new generation of radicals with the skills and equipment required to launch a major attack at home.

Police killed 33 peo

ple and arrested 170 in 2016 for foiled attempts to launch attacks, a signifi

cant increase compared to 2015, according to their statistics.

A gun and bomb ass

ault in the heart of Jakarta in January 2016 killed four people and was the first attack in Southeast Asia claimed by Islamic State.

—Reuters

Families of MH370 victims to lobby Malaysian minister in Australia

SYDNEY — Relatives of victims onboard missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 said on Sunday they plan to deliver personal letters to Malaysian Transpor

t Minister Liow Tiong Lai while he visits Australi

a, urging him to resume the search for the missing jet.

Liow held infor

mal talks with Australian Transport Minister Dar

ren Chester in the Western Australian capital of Perth on Sunday, Chester’s of

fice said, five days after the two ministers and their Chi

nese counterparts suspended a three-year hunt for the plane.

The Boeing 777 jet disappeared in March 2014 en route to Beijing from the Malaysian capital of Kuala Lumpur, with 239 people on board, sparking one of the world’s greatest aviation mysteries.

Voice370, a group repre

senting families of the crew and passengers, said a representative would de

liver the letters to Liow on either Sunday or Monday.

“We want them to re

sume the search. They can’t let this go,” Danica Weeks, an Australia-based spokes

woman for Voice370, said.

Chester and Liow will welcome the search ves

sel, Fugro Equator, back to Fremantle on Monday, after putting an end to a recovery operation that has scoured 20,000,000-sq-km (46,000-sq

mile) area of the Indian Ocean sea floor.

Malaysia, Australia and China agreed in July to suspend the $145 million search if the plane was not found, or if new evidence that might offer a clue as to its whereabouts was not uncovered, once that area had been checked.

“The tripartite decision to suspend the search in the absence of any credible new evidence leading to the specific location of the air

craft was not taken lightly,” Chester said in a statement to Reuters.

Australia has not ruled out a future underwater search for plane and Malay

sia said this week it would pay a reward if the fuselage was found by a credible pri

vate company.

Malaysia holds ul

imate responsibility for the search given Malaysia Airlines had registered there.

The aircraft is thought to have crashed west of Aus

tralia, placing it in its mar

itime zone of responsibility.

—Reuters
LDP heavyweight backs Abe’s 3rd term as ruling party leader

TOKYO — Toshihiko Nikai, secretary general of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party, expressed support Sunday for Prime Minister Shinzo Abe serving a third term as party president, while ruling out a general election in the near future.

Speaking in an interview with Kyodo News, Nikai said he will support Abe if the premier runs in the LDP president’s race in the fall, citing Abe’s high international credibility.

“It will be just fine for him to serve a long period of time as (party) president,” the veteran lawmaker said.

On the prospects of Abe dissolving the House of Representatives and holding a general election, Nikai said, “We have lots of jobs to be done.”

The LDP, which forms the ruling coalition with the smaller Komeito party, is set to change an in-house rule at its party convention in March to allow a LDP president to serve a third term or up to nine years.

That means Abe, who assumed the LDP presidency in 2012, will be able to seek a third term.—Kyodo News

S Korea’s culture minister arrested over alleged blacklisting

SEOUL — South Korean Culture Minister Cho Yoon Sun was arrested on Saturday for her alleged role in the creation of a blacklist of artists deemed critical of President Park Geun Hye’s administration, while the Seoul Central District Court issued an arrest warrant for Kim, accused of masterminding the blacklisting of some 10,000 people.

At least 36 killed as Indian train derails

BHUBANESWAR, India — At least 36 people were killed and 50 injured on Saturday night when nine coaches of a passenger train derailed in eastern India, in the latest disaster to hit the vast and accident-prone state railways, police said.

The Hirakhand express train from Jagdalpur to Bhubaneswar derailed at around 11:20 pm near Kuneri station, in the state of Andhra Pradesh, around 30 km (18 miles) outside the town of Rayagada.

“The rescue operation is almost over,” said JP Mishra, the chief public relations officer at East Coast Railway, which has jurisdiction over the area where the derailment occurred.

“Our first priority is to take care of the injured passengers and provide them proper treatment by shifting them to hospitals. We are also searching all the coaches to ensure that nobody remains stranded in them,” he said. The reason for the derailment has not been ascertained, said Mishra, adding that they were not ruling out any possibility of foul play and investigations will be conducted. The incident area is one where Maoist rebels typically operate.

Video footage from the scene showed members of the disaster management team and locals trying to rescue trapped passengers from windows and debris using phones to provide light with the train’s bogie wheels tilted off the railway track and mangled wreckage all over the spot. “Nine bogies were derailed of which three have turned and fallen off the track,” said local Superintendent of Police L K V Ranga Rao. “Most of the casualties and deaths are from the three sleeper-class compartments.”

India’s state railways, built during British colonial rule, have an appalling safety record - the result of decades of underinvestment and a priority on keeping fares low for the 23 million passengers who use the network every day.

In the last serious accident, 150 people died when a train derailed late last year in the northern state of Uttar Pradesh. India recorded 25,871 railway deaths in 2014, the most recent year for which figures are available, with most victims falling from or being struck by, moving trains.

“Anguished to learn about the train accident near Visianagar,” Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu said on Twitter, offering his condolences to the families of the victims. “We are investigating the reason for accident.” Prime Minister Narendra Modi also tweeted that the tragedy was “saddening” and said the railways ministry was working to ensure quick relief and rescue operations.—Reuters

Fire at oil plant in Wakayama Prefecture, 3,000 people urged to evacuate

WAKAYAMA, Japan — A fire broke out at an oil refinery in the western Japanese prefecture of Wakayama on Sunday, prompting authorities to urge nearly 3,000 local residents to evacuate, firefighters and local city officials said.

After the fire began around 3:50 pm at a TonenGeneral Sekiyu KK refinery in the city of Arita, black smoke hung over the area, but no injuries were reported.

A unit producing lubricant oil is believed to have been damaged by the blaze, according to the refinery's management.

Police said Wednesday that several buildings had been damaged by the blaze.

Local residents were urged to remain indoors, but no evacuation order was issued.

The fire is the second in recent weeks at the same refinery, which operates one of the country's largest oil refineries.

WAKAYAMA, Japan — A fire broke out at a TonenGeneral Sekiyu KK refinery in the city of Arita, Wakayama Prefecture, western Japan after a fire broke out on 22 January, 2017. Local authorities urged nearly 3,000 local residents to evacuate. Photo: Kyodo News

Derailed coaches of a Hirakhand express train from Jagdalpur to Bhubaneswar are seen near Kuneri station, in the state of Andhra Pradesh, outside the town of Rayagada, India, in this still image from video on 22 January, 2017. Photo: Reuters

Undated combined photo shows South Korean Culture Minister Cho Yoon Sun (L) and former presidential chief of staff Kim Ki Choon. Cho was arrested on 21 January, 2017, for her alleged role in the creation of a blacklist of artists deemed critical of President Park Geun Hye’s administration, while the Seoul Central District Court issued an arrest warrant for Kim, accused of masterminding the blacklisting of some 10,000 people. Photo: Kyodo News
Empower our people with quality literature in order to achieve peace

Aye Min Soe

BISHOP emeritus and former Nobel Peace Prize committee member Gunnar Stålsett once said that literature is the lung by which a nation breathes. Freedom of expression is the oxygen. Peace is the heart of people’s dreams. Hope is the energy of life.

Literature plays an important role in human rights and also contributes to democratization and the peace-making process.

It is necessary for such good creative literature to emerge in our country. We believe that a high literary standard can help us put our country on the road to peace and development.

Good literature has the capacity to give the heart hope, which is required for peace for our people. This is because a good story by one human being can move another human being simply through his words. And in the moment when a person is confronted with a choice, the character and reader are empowered.

However, to encourage imagination and creativity which are essential for the emergence of good literature, we need freedom of the press based on fundamental principles such as the freedom to believe without harming any other person, freedom to think, and freedom of expression.

Literature can contribute to peace. Peace is not just possible and not just essential; it is a choice that we have the power to make. But the question is, do we believe ourselves when we speak of peace, write about peace, read stories to our children about peace? Even in the face of our bewildering, overwhelming, sometimes disheartening adulthood, do we still believe?

With the press freedom which we have begun to enjoy recently, we should work for the development and peace of our country through our works of good literature.

Literature prepares us to choose peace when it prepares us to understand and accept ourselves, and also to understand and accept others.

Let us give our people and our children hope with stories that allow them to understand the differences that separate us, and to experience the humanity that connects us.

Let us impart to our people the knowledge that convinces them, over and over again through many stories, that peace is important, possible and worth striving for. At a time when internal peace is so urgently needed in our country, let us all join hands and work for a durable and lasting peace in the land we all love and cherish.

Write for us

We appreciate your feedback and contributions. If you have any comments or would like to submit editorials, analyses or reports please email ce@globalnewlightofmyanmar.com with your name and title.

Due to limitation of space we are only able to publish “Letter to the Editor” that do not exceed 500 words. Should you submit a text longer than 500 words please be aware that your letter will be edited.

Opinion

Civil Service Academy

U Khin Maung (A retired diplomat)

Introduction

It is really a heart-warming news that the opening ceremony of the “Civil Service Academy” was held on 2nd December 2016, at the Central Institute of Civil Service, Upper Myanmar, Pyin Oo Lwin Township, Mandalay Region. The Civil Service Academy is aimed at providing basic training for cadets and post-graduate management diploma courses for civil servants. His Excellency, the Vice President U Myint Swe has honoured the inauguration ceremony of the Civil Service Academy with his presence and has also made a speech, it was learnt. So, may I present to you the essential points of H.E, Vice President’s speech as follows:

“If we are required to make political and economic reforms we need to change the administration sector, which is needed to implement those changes. In doing so, it is important to amend laws, rules and procedures and at the same time attitudes and capacities of civil servants play an important role. In any sector, government or private, in a country, resources are very important in implementing any kind of sectors including management and service.

At present, the Civil Service Academy has two more subjects for the course participants to learn-English and Information Technology which are urgently needed for Civil Service personnel to master these days. They will be added to 5 conventional subjects, management, economics, social science, political science and law. On the same day, i.e. 2nd December 2016, another Civil Service Academy was inaugurated at the Central Institute of Civil Service (Lower Myanmar) in Pyin Oo Lwin Township, Mandalay Region with the presence of Pyithu Hluttaw, Speaker, U Win Myint. To the credit of these two heart-warming news and to the credit of so many other tasks for peace, economic development, national unity and harmony etc., undertaken by the incumbent government, I would like to say humbly and yet firmly as a retiree and a non-entity, that the democracy and democratic institutions government is winning the hearts and minds of the people.

Well, my dear reader, in connection with the process of learning, may I present to you what I, myself, have learnt from my teachers, scholars, etc., but only in summary.

“There is a concept that learning has the beginning but has no end whereas ignorance has no beginning but has an end. Now, a new era or a new age is all upon us. It is as we all know, knowledge age or intellectually challenging age. So, in this day and age, what would happen to a country, if it were completely lacking in or devoid of educated and learned citizens. I dare not imagine.

There are so many proverbial or old sayings and writings by many scholars concerning learning and knowledge. MR. Norman Lewis, an American writer, has expressed in his book, “Word Power Made Easy” Quote “no educative process is ever the end, it is always the beginning of more education, more learning, more living”. Unquote.

“Of the lights, fire light, moon light and sunlight: moon light is brighter than fire light; sun light is brighter than moon light”. There is a concept that learning has the beginning but has no end whereas ignorance has no beginning but has an end. Now, a new era or a new age is all upon us. It is as we all know, knowledge age or intellectually challenging age. So, in this day and age, what would happen to a country, if it were completely lacking in or devoid of educated and learned citizens. I dare not imagine.

There are so many proverbial or old sayings and writings by many scholars concerning learning and knowledge. MR. Norman Lewis, an American writer, has expressed in his book, “Word Power Made Easy” Quote “no educative process is ever the end, it is always the beginning of more education, more learning, more living”. Unquote.

Good literature has the capacity to give the heart hope, which is required for peace for our people. This is because a good story by one human being can move another human being simply through his words. And in the moment when a person is confronted with a choice, the character and reader are empowered.

However, to encourage imagination and creativity which are essential for the emergence of good literature, we need freedom of the press based on fundamental principles such as the freedom to believe without harming any other person, freedom to think, and freedom of expression.

Literature can contribute to peace. Peace is not just possible and not just essential; it is a choice that we have the power to make. But the question is, do we believe ourselves when we speak of peace, write about peace, read stories to our children about peace? Even in the face of our bewildering, overwhelming, sometimes disheartening adulthood, do we still believe?

With the press freedom which we have begun to enjoy recently, we should work for the development and peace of our country through our works of good literature. Literature prepares us to choose peace when it prepares us to understand and accept ourselves, and also to understand and accept others.

Let us give our people and our children hope with stories that allow them to understand the differences that separate us, and to experience the humanity that connects us.

Let us impart to our people the knowledge that convinces them, over and over again through many stories, that peace is important, possible and worth striving for. At a time when internal peace is so urgently needed in our country, let us all join hands and work for a durable and lasting peace in the land we all love and cherish.

Reference:


3. “Word Power made easy” (Norman Lewis)

**Women lead unprecedented worldwide mass protests against Trump**

WASHINGTON — Hundreds of thousands of women filled the streets of major American cities to lead an unprecedented wave of international protests against President Donald Trump, mocking and denouncing the new US leader the day after his inauguration.

Women activists, outraged by Trump’s campaign rhetoric and behaviour they found to be especially misogynistic, spearheaded scores of marches in the United States and sympathy rallies around the world on Saturday.

Organizers said they drew nearly 5 million protesters in all, far surpassing crowd expectations.

The demonstrations also highlighted strong discontent over Trump’s comments and policies toward a wide range of groups, including Mexican immigrants, Muslims, the disabled and environmentalists.

In contrast to the heated, often shrill tone of the presidential campaign, and the grim imagery of “American carnage” Trump evoked in his inaugural address, the mood during Saturday’s protests was largely upbeat, even festive.

Chanting such slogans as, “We need a real leader, not a creepy tweeter,” and “Hey-hey, ho-ho, Donald Trump has got to go,” many marchers wore knitted “ho-ho, Donald Trump has got to go,” many marchers wore knitted hats referencing to Trump’s boast, in a 2006 video made public weeks before the election, about grabbing women by the genitals.

Small protests were held in such cities as Seattle, Portland, Oregon, Madison, Wisconsin, and Bismarck, North Dakota.

The protests, mostly peaceful, illustrated the depth of division in a country still reeling from the bitterly fought 2016 election campaign. Trump stunned the world by defeating Democrat Hillary Clinton, a former secretary of state and first lady who made history as the first woman nominated for president by a major US political party.

Pam Foyster, a resident of Ridgway, Colorado, said the atmosphere in Washington reminded her of mass protests during the 1960s and ’70s against the Vietnam War and in favour of civil rights and women’s rights.

“I’m 58 years old, and I can’t believe we are having to do this again,” Foyster said.

Although Republicans now control the White House and both houses of Congress, Trump faces entrenchment opposed from wide segments of the public, in contrast with the honeymoon period new presidents typically experience when first taking office.

A recent ABC News/Washington Post poll found Trump had the lowest favourability rating of any incoming US president since the 1970s.

Women-led protests against Trump, who has vowed that US policy would be based on the principle of “America first,” also were staged in Sydney, London, Tokyo and other cities across Europe and Asia.

Sister March sponsors boasted some 670 gatherings around the world in solidarity with the Washington event, estimating a global turnout of more than 4.6 million participants tallied through online march registrations, although those numbers could not be independently verified.

Trump, in a Twitter post on Saturday, wrote, “I am honoured to serve you, the great American People, as your 45th President of the United States!”

Attending an interfaith service at Washington National Cathedral before visiting the Central Intelligence Agency headquarters, Trump made no mention of the protests. But he angrily attacked media reports, including photos, showing that crowds at Friday’s inaugural were smaller than those seen in 2009 and 2013, when Barack Obama took the oath of office for his first and second terms as president.

“I made a speech, I looked out, the field was, it looked like a million, million and a half people,” Trump said at his CIA visit. “They showed a field where there were practically nobody standing there.”

Saturday’s march in Washington overwhelmed the city’s metro subway system, with enormous crowds reported and some stations temporarily forced to turn away riders. — Reuters

**N Korean newspaper reports on Trump’s inauguration**

BEIJING — Rodong Sinmun, the official newspaper of North Korea’s ruling Workers’ Party, on Sunday reported on Donald Trump officially becoming the president of the United States.

A short article appeared at the bottom of the last page of the daily, simply stating that the businessman-turned-Republican politician was sworn in on Friday and that “the inauguration was held in Washington DC.” It included no assessment or commentary.

Since Trump’s election victory in November, North Korea has refrained from conducting military provocations, apparently in anticipation of the new administration’s policy toward Pyongyang.

Meanwhile, Japan, the United States and South Korea remain on alert following North Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s recent announcement that his country has entered the final stage of preparing to test-launch a long-range missile. — Kyodo News

**Close aides to Abe, Trump agree to boost bilateral ties**

TOKYO — Close aides to Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and US President Donald Trump agreed Sunday to work together to enhance bilateral relations, Japanese government officials said.

Michael Flynn, Trump’s national security adviser, told Shotaro Yachi, head of the secretariat of the National Security Council, during a telephone conversation that the US president looks forward to meeting with Abe, the officials said. In the first conversation between top American and Japanese officials since Trump was sworn in Friday, Flynn told Yachi that the Trump administration recognizes Japan as an important ally.

Flynn called Yachi and they talked for about 10 minutes, according to the Japanese officials. — Kyodo News

**Israel’s Netanyahu to speak with Trump on Sunday, Iran on agenda**

JERUSALEM — Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Sunday he would later in the day hold his first conversation with Donald Trump since his inauguration as US president.

“A telephone conversation will be held this evening between President Trump and me. Many matters face us, the Israeli-Palestinian issue, the situation in Syria, the Iranian threat,” Netanyahu said in broadcast remarks at the start of the Israeli cabinet meeting. — Reuters

**Russia should not think sanctions will be lifted soon**

MOGOCOW — Russia should part with the illusion that Western sanctions against the country will be lifted soon, Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said on Sunday.

“It is obvious that all this will last for a long time. Do not rely on someone else’s election, on incoming new foreign leaders,” Medvedev told a meeting of the United Russia party, while speaking about the agriculture sector. — Reuters

**Israel municipality approves hundreds of settlement homes in east Jerusalem**

JERUSALEM — The Jerusalem municipality approved building permits for more than 560 housing units in three East Jerusalem settlements on Sunday, two days after President Donald Trump took office in the United States.

Chairman of Jerusalem city hall’s Planning and Building committee Meir Turgeman told Israeli Radio the permits were held up until the end of the Barack Obama administration, which was critical of Israeli settlement activity. — Reuters

**Japanese man among killed in Melbourne car rampage**

SYDNEY — A Japanese man in his 20s died in Friday’s car rampage in one of Melbourne’s busiest shopping areas, Japanese Foreign Ministry sources said Sunday.

The man’s name has not been made public at the request of his family. The Japanese Consulate in Melbourne is working to confirm the circumstances of his death. The death toll from the alleged crime has risen to five with the death of a three-month-old boy. Another Japanese man in his 20s suffered minor injuries in the rampage. Around 2 pm on Friday, a 26-year-old man known to police drove his car onto a crowded pedestrian sidewalk at a mall in Melbourne. He is expected to be charged with multiple counts of murder. — Kyodo News
Syrian army and allies take village from Islamic State

BEIRUT — The Syrian army and its allies on Sunday drove Islamic State from the village of Soran, east of Aleppo, state media and a military media unit run by Hezbollah reported, bringing them closer to territory held by Turkey-backed rebels.

Several overlapping conflicts are being fought in Syria, dragging in regional and global powers as well as the government and local groups, complicating the battlefield in the north of the country and raising the risk of an escalation in the war.

The main struggle in Syria’s civil war is between President Bashar al-Assad, backed by Iran, Russia and Shi’ite militias including the Lebanese Hezbollah, against rebels that include groups backed by Turkey, Gulf monarchies and the United States.

However, both those sides, as well as a separate group of Kurdish-led militias, are also fighting against Islamic State and retaking territory which the jihadist group controls in northern Syria.

The village of Soran is located 16km (10 miles) southwest of al-Bab, which rebels support by Turkish jets, armour and special forces are attempting to capture from Islamic State after reaching its outskirts a month ago.

Although Turkey has long been one of the biggest supporters of anti-Assad rebels, its entry into Syria last summer was aimed at pushing Islamic State from its border and at stopping Kurdish groups linking two enclaves they control along the frontier.

After rebels lost their pocket of territory in Aleppo in December, Turkey and Assad’s main supporter Russia brokered a ceasefire and peace talks in Syria between the government and insurgents.

Last week, Turkey’s Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Simsek appeared to soften Ankara’s position against Assad, saying it was no longer realistic to demand a resolution of the conflict without his involvement.—Reuters

Suicide attack foiled in Beirut cafe — security source

BEIRUT — Lebanese security forces foiled an attempted suicide bombing at a cafe in Beirut’s busy al-Hamra district late on Saturday, a security source said.

The suspected bomber was stopped while wearing an explosive vest as he attempted to enter the cafe and before he was able to detonate it, the source said, adding that he was injured during his arrest and taken to hospital.

Militants have carried out a number of bombings in Lebanon in recent years including some motivated by the war in neighbouring Syria, but no major incidents has taken place for months.

In June, eight suicide bombers targeted a Christian village in north Lebanon near the Syrian border, killing five other people. Twin blasts in November 2015 left 43 dead in the mostly Shi’ite Muslim southern districts of Beirut.

Islamic State, a militant Sunni group that holds extensive territory in Syria, said it was behind those attacks. Some smaller attacks also took place last year that it did not claim.

Attacks in Lebanon risk widening sectarian fissures that lay behind the country’s 15-year-long civil war which ended in 1990 and that have been aggravated by the war in Syria.—Reuters

Islamic State blows up hotel to prevent landing in west Mosul, witnesses say

MOSUL — Islamic State detonated explosives in the largest hotel in western Mosul on Friday, in an attempt to destroy it and prevent Iraqi forces from using it as a landing spot or base in their offensive to capture the city, witnesses said on Sunday.

The Mosul Hotel, shaped as a step pyramid, appeared to be leaning to one side after the explosions, said two witnesses contacted by phone, requesting anonymity as the militants punish by death those caught communicating with the outside world. The Mosul Hotel sits alongside the Tigris river that cuts the city into two halves. The explosion comes as Iraqi forces appear about to take full control of the eastern side and prepare to attack the western bank. Iraqi forces launched in October a campaign backed by a US-led coalition to take back Mosul from the hardline Sunni group which captured the city in 2014, declaring from its Grand Mosque a “caliphate” that also spanned parts of Syria.

Mosul is the last major city stronghold under Islamic State control in Iraq.—Reuters

21 killed in blast at market in Pakistan

ISLAMABAD — At least 21 people were killed and 40 others injured in a bomb explosion at a market in a tribal area of northern Pakistan early Saturday morning, officials and media reports said.

The bomb was hidden in a wooden crate of apples in a vehicle parked at the market in Parachinar and detonated remotely, according to police.

The Pakistani Taliban and a branch of the banned sectarian militant group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi jointly claimed responsibility for the attack.

An e-mail sent to newspapers by Mohammad Khursani, central spokesman for the Pakistani Taliban, said the bombing was carried out “to avenge our colleagues in various prisons and those being killed in fake police encounters.”

“We will avenge all our martyrs. We are mindful of our brothers who are in government custody,” it added.—Kyodo News

Two suspected al Qaeda members killed in drone strike in Yemen — officials

SANAA — Two suspected members of al Qaeda’s Yemen branch were killed on Sunday by what local officials believed was a US drone strike.

If confirmed, it would be the first such attack since US President Donald Trump assumed office on Friday.

The men were killed when a missile hit the vehicle in which they were travelling in southern al-Bayda province, said the officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The United States conducted dozens of drone strikes throughout Barack Obama’s presidency to combat al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, regarded as one of the global militant group’s most dangerous branches.

The Trump administration has not yet laid out a clear policy on drone strikes, but Trump has said that he would support an escalation of the fight against Islamist militant groups.

During the Obama administration, the US has regularly used drones to attack Islamic State, al Qaeda and other militant groups in Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Pakistan, Afghanistan and other countries.

The controversial programme has repeatedly killed civilians and has been criticised by human rights groups. Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) has exploited Yemen’s civil war to carve out a foothold in the Arabian Peninsula’s poorest country.

Several leaders of the group have been killed by drone strikes in recent years, most recently in December.—Reuters
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**INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS SCHEDULE**

- **VANCITY TO BANGKOK**
  - TG-304 09:50 11:45 Daily
  - TG-302 15:00 16:55 Daily
  - TG-306 15:00 21:45 Daily
  - PG-706 01:00 8:15 Daily
  - PG-702 01:15 8:30 Daily
  - PG-711 01:25 8:50 Daily
  - PG-708 16:30 22:15 Daily

- **BANGKOK TO VANCITY**
  - TG-303 08:00 9:45 Daily
  - TG-301 13:15 14:00 Daily
  - TG-305 18:00 18:50 Daily
  - PG-701 04:55 9:40 Daily
  - PG-704 13:45 14:40 Daily
  - PG-710 20:30 21:25 Daily
  - BM-331 16:30 18:15 Daily
  - UB-017 17:45 19:15 Daily
  - UB-019 21:50 23:35 Daily
  - UB-019 8:55 10:25 1/2

- **DMK TO YGN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **YGN TO DMK**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **YGN TO ICN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **YGN TO KUL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **KUL TO YGN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO SIN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **SIN TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO BKK**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **BKK TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO KMG**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **KMG TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO TPE**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **TPE TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO CNX**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **CNX TO YGN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **BKK TO NRT**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO TPE**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **TPE TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO CAN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **CAN TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **SIN TO YGN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **YGN TO SIN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **MDL TO ICN**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

- **ICN TO MDL**
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days
  - Flight no. Dep Arr Days

**Airline Codes**

- SM = Myanmar Airways International
- BG = Biman Bangladesh Airlines
- MH = Malaysia Airlines
- MU = China Eastern Airlines
- NH = All Nippon Airways
- SQ = Singapore Airlines
- PG = Bangkok Airways
- UB = Myanmar National Airlines
- VN = Vietnam Airlines
- 3K = Jet Star
- AI = Air India
- CA = Air China
- CI = China Airlines
- CZ = China Southern
- DD = Nok Airline
- KD = Dragonair
- KE = Korea Airlines
- MI = Silk Air
- QR = Qatar Airways
- TG = Thai Airways

**Flights**

- Flight no. Dep Arr Days
- Flight no. Dep Arr Days
- Flight no. Dep Arr Days

**Schedule**

- Flight no. Dep Arr Days
- Flight no. Dep Arr Days
- Flight no. Dep Arr Days

**Day**

- 4 = Thursday
- 1 = Monday
- 5 = Friday
- 2 = Tuesday
- 6 = Saturday
- 3 = Wednesday
- 7 = Sunday

---

**Heartburn pills tied to serious bacterial infections**

DUNDEE — People who take popular heartburn pills known as proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) may be more likely to develop intestinal infections than people who don’t take these medications, a Scottish study suggests.

The pills work by stopping cells in the stomach lining from producing too much of the acid that can cause ulcers and reflux symptoms such as heartburn.

Researchers examined data on about 188,000 people who used these drugs and about 377,000 similar individuals who didn’t take PPIs. Compared to people who didn’t use the drugs, those who did were at higher risk for a severe form of diarrhea caused by the Clostridium difficile bacteria. Their odds of getting the condition were 1.4 times higher when they were hospitalized and 1.7 times higher when they weren’t in the hospital.

“Ours is the first study to show that PPIs increase the risk of serious gut infections,” said Dr. Thomas MacDonald, a pharmacology researcher at the University of Dundee in Scotland.

“The main risk of PPIs are gastrointestinal infections,” said Dr. Wojciech Marlicz, a gastroenterologist at Pomeranian Medical University in Poland who wasn’t involved in the study. “Millions of people worldwide take PPIs, which are available without a prescription in Europe and the US, which means even a slight increase in the odds of bacterial infections can still impact a lot of patients.”

“The main problem with PPI use is their general overuse,” Marlicz said by email. “These drugs are very potent and safe when used according to indication.”

“Some patients will gain clear benefits from PPIs as they have stomach problems or ulcers which will heal better with less acid,” said Dr. Claire Steves, a researcher at King’s College London, who wasn’t involved in the study. “However other patients may take these as preventatives, or for mild symptoms,” Steves added by email. “This study would prompt us to reassess the risk and benefit for each individual, and in some cases alternatives — such as changing diet or lifestyle — may be better options.”

---

**Small moth with yellowish-white coif named after Donald Trump**

A small moth with a yellowish-white coif of scales, dubbed Neopalpa donaldtrumpi and named after US President-elect Donald Trump, is seen in an undated combination photo provided by evolutionary biologist Vaznick Nazari. PHOTO: REUTERS

SAN FRANCISCO — A small moth with a yellowish-white coif of scales has been named after US President-elect Donald Trump, in honour of the former reality TV show host and real estate magnate’s signature hairdo.

The new species, dubbed Neopalpa donaldtrumpi, lives in a habitat that spans southern California and Mexico’s Baja California and was named by evolutionary biologist Vaznick Nazari in an article published in the scientific journal ZooKeys. The moth, the second species of a genus of twalter moths, can be distinguished by the yellowish-white scales on the head of its adults, according to the journal.

“The specific epithet is selected because of the resemblance of the scales on the frons (head) of the moth to Mr. Trump’s hairstyle,” Nazari wrote in the article, which was published on Tuesday.

“The reason for this choice of name is to bring wider public attention to the need to continue protecting fragile habitats in the US that still contain many undescribed species,” he added. News of the naming came the week Trump is to be inaugurated as the 45th president of the United States, on Friday. Trump will not be the first president to have an animal named after him. Just last month, a fish native to the coral reefs of north-western Hawaii was named after current US President Barack Obama in honor of his efforts to protect the fish’s habitat. — Reuters
TANZANIA — China — Tanzania held a national conference Sunday on reforming the island’s struggling pension system, an event that drew thousands of demonstrators, mainly retired public servants who fear being unfairly targeted by the reform.

Opponents of the reform initiative had earlier vowed to mobilize at least 20,000 people to attend rallies in the vicinity of the Presidential Office, where one of the gatherings was held. The police estimated that about 12,000 people turned up.

Strict security measures were in place in the area, with barricades erected at all entry points and a huge contingent of police officers deployed.

Speaking at the opening ceremony at the Presidential Office, President Tsai Ing-wen, who vowed while running for president to spend one year reaching a consensus on the reform measure, said she noticed the protesters outside, but pledged to push ahead with the reform initiative.

“If we don’t do it today, we will regret it tomorrow,” she said.

Pointing out the failed attempt that former President Ma Ying-jeou made to revamp the system, Tsai said Taiwan cannot afford another failure. She added that the longer the process lasts, the more painful it will be, emphasizing her administration’s reform initiative is “mild” and “gradual.”

“If the reform is successful, the pension system will not collapse but instead will remain healthy for about 25 years,” she said, adding that she hopes the pension system will be examined every five to 10 years. At the closing ceremony, she said if the pension reform can succeed, other reforms will also be successful.

Saying all reforms are a long process, she pledged to continue communicating with the public, but at the same time insisting on the principle of the reform and minimizing the impact.

Ideas mooted at Sunday’s meeting will be integrated into a government proposal. President Tsai hopes the integrated version will proceed to the legislature for further debate before 20 May, the first anniversary of her inauguration.

Taiwan’s pension system is extremely complex. All citizens are covered by different programs, depending on their professions. Except for the national pension program which began only in 2008, all others are suffering financial losses.

The military pension fund is estimated to go bankrupt in 2020, with the labor sector’s fund expected to do so in 2027, public school teachers’ fund in 2030 and soldiers’ fund in 2031.

While the military pension program will deal with the financial issue of the reform, an ad hoc pension reform committee established under the Presidential Office began in June last year the reform plan of the pension programs of labor workers, civilian servants and public school teachers.

Over the past six months, the committee has held 20 meetings and organized four regional forums in northern, central, southern and eastern Taiwan soliciting opinions from all walks of society.

On Thursday, Vice President Chen Chien-jen, who serves as the convener of the committee, unveiled details of a draft reform plan to be discussed at Sunday’s national conference, which was held at the Presidential Office and two other locations.

Under the plan, the longstanding issue of the controversial 15 percent preferential interest rate for retired public sector employees will be phased out over a period of six years. However, those whose monthly pension is below the statutory floor will retain the preferential rate.

The plan also tackles other issues such as individuals’ contributions into the funds, income replacement, the retirement age to collect pensions, management of the funds, transfer and reallocation of pensioners and others.—Kyodo News

British missile test malfunctioned last year off US coast — Sunday Times

LONDON A test firing of an unarmed British nuclear Trident missile from a submarine off the coast of Florida malfunctioned last June, the Sunday Times newspaper reported.

The paper quoted an unnamed senior naval source as saying the missile may have veered off in the wrong direction toward the American mainland.

The paper said it was the first test firing of a British nuclear missile in four years and came shortly before Theresa May became Prime Minister last year in the wake of Britain’s vote to leave the European Union. It said May had omitted any mention of the failed test when she persuaded parliament to spend 40 billion pounds on new Trident submarines in her first major speech before parliament last July.

Parliament, which in 2007 agreed in principle to replace the deterrent system, was last voted to approve the building of four submarines to ensure Britain can have nuclear weapons continuously on patrol at sea. Trident missiles have been test-fired only five times by UK submarines this century because they cost 17 million pounds apiece, the paper said.

May’s office and Britain’s Ministry of Defence said in a joint statement: “In June, the Royal Navy conducted a routine unmanned Trident missile test launch from HMS Vengeance, as part of an operation which is designed to certify the submarine and its crew.”—Reuters

ITALY — Italy’s former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi, who is serving a 40-month prison sentence, will appeal a court ruling that he be allowed to leave prison to receive medical treatment.

A Milan court ruled last week that Berlusconi, who is serving a 40-month prison sentence on charges of tax evasion, influence peddling and fraud, could be released from the Palian prison outside Milan for up to 90 days to undergo treatment at a hospital in Padua.

Berlusconi, 80, had said he only has months to live. But the Milan court ruled that the 80-year-old is fit to undergo treatment at a hospital in Padua.

Berlusconi — who has been the subject of several court cases and tax fraud charges during his time in power — is serving a prison sentence for tax fraud. The Milan court ruled that Berlusconi could be released from Palian prison for up to 90 days.

The court has ruled to release him for up to 90 days to undergo treatment at a hospital in Padua.

Berlusconi — who had denied charges of tax evasion, influence peddling and fraud — is serving a prison sentence for tax fraud.

Berlusconi has been the subject of several court cases and tax fraud charges during his time in power. He has always denied the charges.

From January 2017

President Tsai Ing-wen, who serves as the convener of the committee, unveiled details of a draft reform plan to be discussed at Sunday’s national conference, which was held at the Presidential Office and two other locations.

Under the plan, the longstanding issue of the controversial 18 percent preferential interest rate for retired public sector employees will be phased out over a period of six years. However, those whose monthly pension is below the statutory floor will retain the preferential rate.

The plan also tackles other issues such as individuals’ contributions into the funds, income replacement, the retirement age to collect pensions, management of the funds, transfer and reallocation of pensioners and others.—Kyodo News

French primary vote to leave two in running for Socialist presidential nomination

PARIS — Voting was under way on Sunday to whittle down Socialist can-

didates for the French pres-

didential ticket to two from seven, with ex-prime min-

ister Manuel Valls facing an outside risk of failing to

make the runoff vote in a

week’s time.

Opinion polls sug-

est no Socialist has much

chance of winning the pres-

idential election this Spring, but they show the outcome of the beleaguered ruling party’s primary potentially determining which of the other candidates can replace Francois Hollande at the Elysee palace.

While Valls struggles to defend his government’s record, candidates to his left, such as former education minister Benoit Hamon and ex-economic minister Arnaud Montebourg, are nipping at his heels in the polls.

Polling stations opened at 0600 GMT and are due to close at 1800 GMT. A run-

off will then be held on 29 January to pick a candidate for the two-round presiden-

tial election on 23 April and 7 May.

Organisers said 400,000 people had voted by midday based on data obtained from almost two-thirds of the polling sites, compared with 744-500 at the same time in the first round of the last pri-

mary in 2011. The Socialist party, for decades one of the main political forces in France, has become mar-

ginalised with support for Hollande evaporating as he

has failed to turn the econ-

omy around and alienated left-wing voters with his economic policies.

The Socialists’ choice of presidential candidate will be key for the chanc-

es of popular independent Emmanuel Macron, who is a-

tracting middle ground voters who Valls also ap-

peals to.

Polls indicate conserva-

tive former prime minister Francois Fillon is most like-

to emerge as the winner of the presidential election in a runoff against Right-

National Front leader Marine Le Pen.—Reuters

May — I will tell Trump when I find something unacceptable

LONDON Prime Minister Theresa May said on Sunday she would not be afraid to tell US Presi-

dent Donald Trump when she finds something he has

made acceptable, some of those he has apologised for,” May told the BBC.

“When I sit down (with Trump) I think the biggest statement that will be made is the role of women is the fact that I will be there as a female prime minister ... When-

ever that happens I think that I will find unacceptable I won’t be afraid to say that to Donald Trump.”—Reuters
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8 firefighters injured as fire engines collide while rushing to blaze

CHIBA, (Japan) — Eight firefighters sustained injuries on Saturday night when two fire engines collided in Chiba Prefecture, east of Tokyo, police said.

The two pumper trucks collided at an intersection in the city of Narashino around 11:20 pm as they were rushing to a fire, the police said.

Both vehicles were severely damaged after hitting the wall of a nearby condominium and a tree, leaving the eight men in their 30s to 50s on board injured, they said. The driver of a fire engine that entered the intersection on a red light told the police he failed to ensure the crossing was safe because he was rushing to the fire.

The fire engine that entered under a red light impacted the other vehicle that had entered the intersection on green, the police added.

According to the Narashino municipal fire department, other fire engines attended the site of the fire and the accident did not cause a delay in extinguishing the blaze.—Kyodo News

M7.9 quake strikes Papua New Guinea, tsunami warning issued

TOKYO — An earthquake with a preliminary magnitude of 7.9 struck the Papua New Guinea island of Bougainville on Sunday, according to the US Geological Survey. A local tsunami alert was triggered for Papua New Guinea and the neighboring Solomon Islands.

The quake occurred at around 3:30 pm local time at a depth of 136 kilometres, 41 km west of the town of Panguna, which itself is approximately 970 km northeast of the capital Port Moresby on New Guinea.

There were no immediate reports of casualties or damage. The USGS initially put magnitude of the massive earthquake at 8.0 before downgrading it to 7.9.

The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center issued an alert saying “hazardous tsunami waves are forecast for some coasts,” and that “tsunami waves reaching 0.3 to 1 metre above the tide level are possible for some coasts of the Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea.”

A Japanese meteorological agency said it was preparing to issue a tsunami warning for Japan’s northern islands.

Pope Francis says ‘wait and see’ on Trump

ROME — Pope Francis on Sunday said he would not make an opinion of Donald Trump until he first had a chance to see specific policies the new US president would implement.

On Friday, as Trump was taking office, Francis had urged him to be guided by ethical values, saying he must take care of the poor and the outcast during his time in office.

“I think that we must wait and see. I don’t like to get ahead of myself nor judge people prematurely,” the Pope told Spanish newspaper El Pais in an interview.

“We will see how he acts, what he does, and then I will have an opinion. But being afraid or rejoicing beforehand because of something that might happen is, in my view, quite unwise. It would be like prophets predicting calamities,” he said.

Francis also warned the Europeans against populism, saying they should not repeat the same mistakes as in the 1930s when they turned to “saviours” to resolve the economic and political crisis only to end up at war.

“Crisis provoke fear, alarm. In my opinion, the most obvious example of European populism is Germany in 1933... A people that was immersed in a crisis, that looked for its identity until this charismatic leader came and promised to give their identity back, and he gave them a distorted identity, and we all know what happened,” the Pope said.

“In times of crisis, we lack judgment, and that is a constant reference for me... That is why I always try to say: talk among yourselves, talk to one another,” he added.—Reuters

Pope Francis celebrates a Mass to mark the closing of a Jubilee year for the 800th anniversary of the official foundation of the Dominican Order in Saint John Basilica in Rome, Italy on 21 January, 2017. PHOTO: REUTERS
I was arrested for joyriding at 15: Tom Hardy

LONDON — Actor Tom Hardy has revealed that he was arrested for joyriding a stolen Mercedes when he was just 15.

The 39-year-old actor grew up in the suburb of East Sheen in South West London, and has said his “privileged and peaceful” upbringing pushed him to want to mess everything up, reported Daily Mirror.

Gracious of Sushmita to join ‘Wild at Heart’ campaign: Lynn

MUMBAI — Media personality Lynn de Souza says it was great having Bollywood actress Sushmita Sen as part of the “Wild At Heart” campaign which aims to celebrate the wildlife.

In the 2-minute short film titled “I am the forest” the actress has delivered a message about the human-animal bond, written in the form of a poem by Harshal Shetye.

The film features footage of Indian forests and wildlife, Lynn, founder of Social Access who is backing the ‘Wild At Heart Forest and Wildlife conservation campaign’, says Sushmita’s “love for the wild is completely from the heart.”

“She is a very generous person, and lives on her own terms, choosing to adopt two daughters and go through the trouble of real parenting instead of just posing in ads and events as most other celebrities do,” Lynn told PTI.

“The forest doesn’t need us, the human-animal bond, someone with a distinctive earthy voice, and instantly thought of Sushmita,” she added.

The film will be shown at all the cinema screens of UFO Moviez apart from another video of Sushmita appealing to conserve forest.

“There will also be a special two and a half minute video sound bite that Sushmita Sen has given with her extra special message to all dignitaries (people online) to contribute in their own individual way to the preservation of the forest,” Lynn said.

The team has been working for the Wildlife Conservation Trust of India since the past one year and came up with the ‘Wild at heart’ campaign in an attempt to showcase people from all walks of life celebrating their love and association with nature.

Though they have the 41-year-old actress on board for the campaign, Lynn says “anyone who associates with causes” must come out in support.

“The forest doesn’t need us, we need the forest. Bollywood celebrities tend to trivialise a cause when they over-promote it. It’s ok for the audience at first to be small but sensitive and form there on for the awareness to spread out in circles.” — PTI

Priyanka Chopra shows support for anti-Trump Women’s March

LOS ANGELES — Actress Priyanka Chopra extended her support for the Women’s March that was organised in Washington DC, a day after Donald Trump was sworn in as the 45th president of the United States of America.

Priyanka Chopra: Imitation is the best form of flattery but you need to have your own identity.

“Whose Streets?” premiered at the Sundance Film Festival this week and follows the Ferguson community as they protest ed Brown’s death, which led to weeks of tense unrest that drew worldwide interest.

The film, co-directed by Sa bah Folayan and Missouri resident Damon Davis, combines social media and amateur footage with original footage depicting the actions of key people in the community.

“Whose Streets?” is part of a growing line-up of films in the documentary competition delve into the impact of the Black Lives Matter movement that rose out of killings of Brown and other black men by police in various US cities in the past years. — Reuters

Ferguson film ‘Whose Streets?’ aims to show humanity of community

PARK CITY — The filmmakers of “Whose Streets?”, chronicling the uprising in Ferguson, Missouri after the 2014 police killing of unarmed black teenager Michael Brown, said the documentary attempts to show the humanity behind a community in crisis.

“Whose Streets?” premiered at the Sundance Film Festival this week and follows the Ferguson community as they protest ed Brown’s death, which led to weeks of tense unrest that drew worldwide interest.

The film, co-directed by Sabaah Folayan and Missouri resident Damon Davis, combines social media and amateur footage with original footage depicting the actions of key people in the community.

“When mainstream media isn’t committed to solving these problems but is more committed to ratings, when politicians are so partisan that they’re confusing us, it becomes up to artists to show people the way,” Folayan said.

At this year’s festival, four films in the documentary competition delve into the impact of the Black Lives Matter movement that rose out of killings of Brown and other black men by police in various US cities in the past years. — Reuters
Melania Trump channels Jackie Kennedy but Conway grabs fashion headlines

The $3,600 double-breasted Gucci coat evoked the American Revolution era and took social media by storm with ridicule, memes and comparisons ranging from Paddington Bear to Napoleon and a nutcracker. Conway described it “Trump revolutionary wear” in an interview with NBC television. The satirical “Daily Show” comment on Twitter that Conway was “dressed as the era Trump wants to take America back to.”

Style website Racked, however, complimented Conway as “the most high-fashion person in Washington” on Friday. By contrast, Melania Trump’s outfit, worn with long matching gloves, stiletto shoes, and her long hair swept up in a loose bun, had a 1960s vibe. The outfit, like other presidential inauguration dresses, will later be sent to the Smithsonian Museum.

Fashion magazine Elle said Melania’s choice “takes a very literal page” from Kennedy’s inaugural look in 1961. “It’s a look that, overall, is very safe, if a bit costume-y (dye-to-match pumps!). As our first reality TV president enters office, this is a family that is undeniably aware of what works on TV, and this look is very on-the-nose, Jackie Kennedy-inspired, ‘presidential,’” wrote Elle’s Leah Chernikoff.

Melania Trump’s Inauguration Day outfits had been the cause of much speculation after Tom Ford, Marc Jacobs and others were the dominant colour. Ivanka Trump, who has her own fashion line, donned a white pantsuit with an asymmetrical cut designed by Oscar de la Renta. Clinton went for a cream coat over a more traditional pantsuit, and Tiffany Trump wore a white double-breasted coat over a white dress.— Reuters

TAYIYUAN — A collection of over 300 works of art from Russia’s State Historical Museum has gone on show in north China’s Shanxi Province.

The items on display in Shanxi museum include oil paintings, sculptures, ceramic, jewelry, gold and silver ware and glass objects from the 18th and 19th centuries. “Every item shows rich and diverse heritage, including the artists’ thoughts, aesthetics and world view,” said Aleksei Levkyvin, curator of the State Historical Museum. The collection shows the lives, beliefs and aesthetics of Russians in the period, helping Chinese visitors get to know Russian culture, said Shi Jiming, curator of Shanxi Museum. Last November, a collection of items from Shanxi was exhibited in Moscow. The exhibition, free to the public, began Saturday and will last until 7 May when the exhibit will move on to Jiangsu and Guangdong provinces.— Xinhua

The city held the ceremony at the complex of baseball parks and swimming pools ahead of the 75th anniversary of the 19 February, 1942, signing by President Franklin Roosevelt of an executive order which resulted in the incarceration of Japanese immigrants and US citizens of Japanese descent.

US internment camp history marked at Arizona park

SEVNICA — New US first lady Melania Trump channeled style icon Jacqueline Kennedy on Friday but the Inauguration Day fashion headlines were stolen by a military-style coat worn by one of her husband’s aides.

TRUMP, 46, the White House’s first former model, chose American designer Ralph Lauren’s baby blue cropped jacket with cowl neckline and matching dress for the swearing-in ceremony in Washington.

She later wowed onlookers in a sleek, off the shoulder white gown, slit to the thigh, designed by French-born Herve Pierre, for a formal inaugural ball where she and newly-elected President Donald Trump danced to the song “My Way,” made famous by the late Frank Sinatra.

But the outfit grabbing most attention was the patriotic red hat with white, red and blue coat with brass buttons worn by Kellyanne Conway, senior aide to Trump.

By contrast, Melania Trump’s outfit, worn with long matching gloves, stiletto shoes, and her long hair swept up in a loose bun, had a 1960s vibe. The outfit, like other presidential inauguration dresses, will later be sent to the Smithsonian Museum.

Lauren and his eponymous corporation (RLN) became synonymous with American style through his preppy line of polo shirts, casual slacks and shorts in the 1970s.

The company’s Facebook page filled on Friday with both praise and dismay at his decision to dress Trump for the swearing-in ceremony.

He also designed the signature pantsuits worn by Trump’s rival, Democrat Hillary Clinton, both during the 2016 election campaign and on Friday. Elsewhere, white was the dominant colour. Ivanka Trump, who has her own fashion line, donned a white pantsuit with an asymmetrical cut designed by Oscar de la Renta. Clinton went for a cream coat over a more traditional pantsuit, and Tiffany Trump wore a white double-breasted coat over a white dress.— Reuters

Kenso Zenimura, an 89-year-old former Japanese professional baseball player, points to a photo showing him held at an internment camp for Japanese immigrants and Japanese-Americans during World War II in Chandler, Arizona as the city unveils on 21 January, 2017 a series of panels with information about the area’s wartime history. Photo: Kyodo News

CHANDLER, Arizona — A city in Arizona memorized an internment camp for Japanese immigrants and Japanese-Americans on Saturday by unveiling a series of panels with information about the area’s wartime history. “I felt desperate after I was taken to the camp at 15, but baseball was my hope,” Kenso Zenimura, 89, told a ceremony in Nozomi Park in Chandler, Arizona, referring to his time internment in the park telling the history of wartime internment in the park which takes “nozomi,” the Japanese word for hope, as its name. Chandler Mayor Jay Tibshraeny said in his address at the ceremony that what happened 75 years ago was a “difficult” part of the United States’ history but it is “important” to learn the state had hosted a camp of this type.— Reuters
World number one Murraydownedby Zverev in Melbourne

MELBOURNE — Andy Murray’s hopes of finally getting his hands on the Australian Open title were ended for another year when the top seed and world number one was tied up in knots and flung out of the fourth round by Mischa Zverev on Sunday.

With reigning champion Novak Djokovic having been knocked out in the second round, a grand slam will head into the second week without its top two men’s seeds for the first time since the 2004 French Open.

German Zverev, in the fourth round at a grand slam for the first time after a career ravaged by injury, flummoxed his contemporary with an unorthodox serve-volley game and broke the Wimbledon and Olympic champion eight times over the contest.

The world number 50 was helped by a below-par performance from Murray but thoroughly deserved his 7-5, 5-7, 6-2, 6-4 victory over three and a half hours on Rod Laver Arena, which earned him a quarter-final meeting with Roger Federer or Kei Nishikori.

“He deserved to win because he played great when he was down and also in the important moments,” said Briton Murray.

“He kept coming up with great shots, there’s not too much you can do about that. Sometimes you got to say, ‘well played’. It was obviously disappointing to lose. But he did some good stuff out there.”

Murray prides himself on the variety of weapons at his disposal but some, like his lob, deserted him on Sunday, while others were undermined by the lack of pace Zverev offered him to work with.

Zverev served solidly and came up with 52 winners, charging the net 118 times and breaking the world number one five times in the first two sets alone.

“Honestly, I was in a little coma, just serve and volleying my way through,” said Zverev.

“There were some points I don’t know how I won. But somehow I made it.”

He served up his first ace to take the first set but Murray recovered to bring the match back to parity with a backhand winner down-the-line on his fifth set point in the second.—Reuters

Liverpool, Tottenham droppoints, Rooney record

LONDON — Liverpool’s defensive gremlins returned again as their Premier League title ambitions suffered a painful body blow in a shock 3-2 home defeat by relegation battlers Swansea City.

In what turned out to be a great day for leaders Chelsea, who can widen their lead against struggling Hull City on Sunday.

Spain striker Fernando Llorente scored twice shortly after halftime to put Swansea in charge but Liverpool retaliated and two goals by Roberto Firmino dragged them level.

Klopp’s side were the first top-flight team to score 50 goals this season but their defensive deficiencies again proved a thorn in their side as memories of a 4-3 defeat at Bournemouth in December came flooding back minutes later.

A Liverpool victory had A Liverpool victory had a great day for leaders Chelsea, who can widen their lead against struggling Hull City on Sunday.

LONDON — Manchester City boss Pep Guardiola disguised any feelings of injustice behind criticism of his side’s finishing after watching them waste a chance to make up ground at the top of the Premier League on Saturday.

Guardiola must have been fuming inwardly after his side were denied a clear penalty when leading 2-1 against Tottenham Hotspur, 60 seconds before the visitors equalised to secure a 2-2 draw.

However, rather than attack referee Andre Marriner for his failure to punish Tottenham right back Kyle Walker for a clear shove on Raheem Sterling in the penalty area, Guardiola again tangled with a BBC reporter.

Asked for his opinion on the pivotal incident, Guardiola response echoed his tetchy post-match interview after his side beat Burnley last month.

“The first question is about the referee?,” the former Barcelona and Bayern Munich coach said.

“This is the prestigious BBC, we have to talk about the football, no? Not the referee.”

Guardiola clearly wanted to change the subject and was more forthcoming about his team’s vibrant display which should have earned them more than a draw against second-placed Spurs.

“It was an outstanding performance. It’s a pity but it’s a copy of what’s happened this season. We created more chances, we conceded few, but we are not able to win the right decisions in the right moments. But you have to score goals.

“When we don’t miss a lot of chances, the referee doesn’t matter. We created too many chances, so many chances, and after that against a top team like Tottenham, they shoot two times and scored two goals. It’s impossible.” City were in complete control in the first half but a combination of poor finishing, Spurs keeper Hugo Lloris and desperate defending kept them at bay.—Reuters